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Novel Robust Time Series Analysis for Long-term and Short-term1

Prediction2

Hiroshi Okamura, Yutaka Osada, Shota Nishijima, and Shinto Eguchi3

Abstract4

Nonlinear phenomena are universal in ecology. However, their inference and prediction are5

generally difficult because of autocorrelation and outliers. A traditional least squares6

method for parameter estimation is capable of improving short-term prediction by7

estimating autocorrelation, whereas it has weakness to outliers and consequently worse8

long-term prediction. In contrast, a traditional robust regression approach, such as the least9

absolute deviations method, alleviates the influence of outliers and has potentially better10

long-term prediction, whereas it makes accurately estimating autocorrelation difficult and11

possibly leads to worse short-term prediction. We propose a new robust regression12

approach that estimates autocorrelation accurately and reduces the influence of outliers. We13

then compare the new method with traditional least squares and least absolute deviations14

methods using simulated data and real ecological data. Simulations and analysis of real data15

demonstrate that the new method generally has better long-term and short-term prediction16

ability for nonlinear estimation problems using spawner–recruitment data. The new method17

provides nearly unbiased autocorrelation even for highly contaminated simulated data with18

extreme outliers, whereas the other methods fail to estimate autocorrelation accurately.19
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Introduction20

Nonlinear modelling is widely applied to ecological data analysis. The21

spawner–recruitment (SR) relationship, which is also called the stock–recruitment22

relationship, is fundamental to population dynamics modelling, risk assessments in23

conservation biology, and sustainable use of wildlife1−3. A nonlinear curve is frequently24

used to model SR relationships, but it is notoriously difficult to detect SR relationships,25

especially for many fish stocks4−5. SR data often have large deviations around the SR curve,26

including extreme outliers, and residuals left over after SR curve fitting are likely to show27

strong autocorrelation. These factors confound the process with noise and rarely permit28

accurate detection of existing SR relationships hidden in the data of a single population.29

Meta-analysis of information from multiple independent studies is an influential method30

for overcoming the limitations of SR data analysis of individual populations6. In contrast31

with individual analysis, meta-analysis of SR data elicits firm conclusions and facilitates32

evidence-based decision making by integrating the parameters and/or results obtained by33

fitting a nonlinear model to time series data on abundance and SR relationships7−8. For34

instance, Brook & Bradshaw (2006) fitted nonlinear models to the abundance time series35

data of 1198 species and integrated the results to detect evidence for density dependence9.36

Although they found that density dependence is a pervasive feature of population dynamics37

in various species, support for the density dependence of fish was generally weaker than38

those of other taxa (the average relative support for density dependence was 74.7%,39

whereas that of fish was 60.1%, which was the least among all taxa). This lack of power to40

detect density dependence could be caused by excessive noise (i.e., large observation and41

process errors), outliers, and the complex correlated structure involved in individual SR42

relationships in fish. The improvement in quality of the result from an individual dataset43
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using a robust estimation method against noisy data is therefore of crucial importance even44

in meta-analysis.45

Predictive ability based on density-dependent SR relationships is closely related to46

sustainable fisheries management. Setting proper long-term management objectives is47

necessary for sustainable use of fish, whereas fishers are usually concerned with reduction48

and fluctuation of short-term catches. Balancing the trade-offs between long-term and49

short-term management objectives will therefore enhance compliance with fisheries50

regulations, thereby avoiding overfishing and consequently realizing sustainability goals.51

The credibility and benefits of long-term management objectives depend on the accuracy52

and precision of the parameter estimates of SR relationship that provide biological53

reference points based on maximum sustainable yield. In contrast, short-term predictive54

ability is strongly influenced by the magnitude and autocorrelation of residuals as well as55

parameter estimates of the SR relationship. Achieving accurate and precise long-term and56

short-term prediction from noisy SR data contributes substantially to the sustainable use of57

fish. Although a robust method for estimating recruitment in fisheries has been previously58

developed10, it cannot handle autocorrelated residuals, and subsequent research59

demonstrated that the method was highly sensitive to small perturbations in the SR data11.60

A regression model that is insensitive to perturbations that deviate from the mean61

relationship and is sensitive to change and the autocorrelation of residuals must mitigate the62

trade-offs between long-term and short-term objectives for sustainable development.63

In this work, we propose a new robust regression approach by extending a least squares64

(LS) method to realize a weighted maximum likelihood method with changeable variance65

and autocorrelation dependent on deviance residuals. The new approach estimates66

parameters accurately and predicts autocorrelated error structures precisely, even for67

contaminated SR relationship data. The approach is tested using simulated SR data having68
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some outliers and autocorrelated error structures. The results are compared with those from69

traditional regression models that use an LS method and a least absolute deviations (LAD)70

method. We furthermore apply our robust regression approach to compiled fish71

spawner–recruitment data from Japan12.72

Methods73

The data for estimating the SR relationship consist of spawning biomass (S) and74

recruitment (R) observed over time. A lognormal distribution is frequently used as the75

distribution of errors for SR relationships13. We therefore assume that the residuals from a76

regression model having r = log(R) as a response variable and the logarithm of the latent77

SR relationship as the mean will have a normal distribution. In addition, we assume that the78

latent SR relationship is likely to be contaminated by some outliers given that fish79

populations often suffer from nonnegligible contamination, such as sporadic strong80

cohorts5.81

A robust regression approach82

Suppose that the logarithm of recruitment (rt = log(Rt), (t = 1, . . . , T )) has the following83

autocorrelated normal distribution,84

rt = f(St|θ) + εt, (1)

where εt is a scaled autoregressive error of order one, that is,
√
λt(εt − ρ

√

λt−1εt−1) = et85

with a gaussian noise et of mean zero and variance σ2 (Appendix A), St is the spawning86

biomass, f(St|θ) is the logarithm of a density-dependent population growth model87

(spawner–recruitment (SR) curve), θ is the parameter (vector) of the SR curve, ρ is the88
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autocorrelation, and σ2 is the base variance of the normal distribution. λt (∈ (0, 1]) is the89

weight for a datum in year t. We define λt to be related to the magnitude of the residual εt,90

λt = exp
(

−φε2t
)

,

where φ (> 0) is the parameter that adjusts the influence of outliers. Given that the base91

variance σ2 is divided by λt, the variance is inflated when the difference between the datum92

and the SR curve is large. The model is equivalent to the AR(1) model when λt ≡ 1 (i.e.,93

φ = 0) for any t.
√
λt is interpreted as the probability of the datum being generated from an94

uncontaminated normal distribution. When changing the φ parameter with ρ = 0, the95

shapes of probability density function and its derivative are similar to the Tukey’s biweight96

(also called bisquare) function14 (Fig. 1).97

By solving the equation at equilibrium, the mean deviance residual at t = 1 is zero and98

the variance at t = 1 is given by var(ε1) = σ2/
[

λ1

(

1− ρ2λ̃
)]

, where λ̃ is calculated by99

substituting the sample mean of λt, λ̃ = (1/T )
∑T

t=1 λt (Appendix B). Incorporating the100

initial status, the log-likelihood function to be maximized is given by101

log(L) =
T
∑

t=1

log
(

N(rt|f(St|θ) + δt, νtσ
2λ−1

t )
)

, (2)

where δt = 0 and νt = (1− ρ2λ̃)−1 if t = 1, and δt = ρ
√

λt−1εt−1 and νt = 1 if t > 1.102

Because εt−1 increases and λt−1 decreases when there is an outlier at t− 1, the103

multiplication of ρ and
√

λt−1 mitigates the influence of an extreme outlier on104

autocorrelation and contributes to the restoration of the original autocorrelation.105

We need to estimate the parameters σ, ρ, and φ in addition to the SR relationship106

parameters θ. The parameter φ determines the mixing proportion of contamination and107

governs the predictive ability of the model. We use time series cross-validation15, which is108

also called retrospective forecasting16 (RF), to stably determine the value of φ. The109
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optimum φ is determined by minimizing the following RF error:110

RFR = exp

(

1

P

P
∑

t=1

log

[

(

rT−(t−1) − r̂
1:(T−t)
T−(t−1)

)2
]

)

. (3)

This is the geometric mean of predicted errors, which stabilizes the performance of111

retrospective forecasting. rT−(t−1) is the logarithm of observed recruitment in year112

T − (t− 1) and r̂
1:(T−t)
T−(t−1) is the predicted value estimated using the data from years 1 to113

T − t, which is given by114

r̂
1:(T−t)
T−(t−1) = f(ST−(t−1)|θ̂) + ρ̂

√

λ̂T−tε̂T−t,

where t = 1, . . . , P . We adopt P = 10 for safety in this paper, though we commonly take 5115

as the minimum P 17.116

All subsequent analyses are performed using R18 and its package TMB19 (Template117

Model Builder).118

Simulation119

We generate the simulated data ({(Rt, St); t = 1, . . . , T}) with some outliers and120

autocorrelated errors and test the performance of our robust SR (RSR) method in121

comparison with the LS and LAD methods. LAD was chosen because it is a typical robust122

method and is generally superior to the least median squares method used in Chen &123

Paloheimo (1995)11. The average recruitment data are generated from the Hockey-Stick124

(HS) SR function12, f(St|θ) = log (amin(St, b)), where θ = (a, b) = (1.2, 500).125

Stochastic normal errors are added to the log recruitment data with or without126

autocorrelation. When there is an autocorrelation in the residuals of log recruitment, the127

autocorrelation is set to ρ = 0.8. To examine the effect of outliers, we add the outliers that128

occur at the expected frequency of twice per 10 years (p = 0.2) to the residuals of log129
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recruitment. The patterns of outlier occurrence are three-fold: evenly occurring positive and130

negative outliers, all positive outliers, and all negative outliers. We then have eight types of131

simulated data (no outliers, positive and negative outliers, all positive outliers, and all132

negative outliers for autocorrelation in the normal residual ρ = 0 and ρ = 0.8, respectively).133

The simulations are replicated 1,000 times for each of the eight types. The length of each134

SR data time series (T ) is set to 30 years which is typical for SR time series data9,12. The135

performance of the methods is evaluated by two indicators that represent long-term and136

short-term predictive abilities (R̂0 −R0)/R0 and (R̂T+1 −RT+1)/RT+1, respectively,137

where the former is the asymptotic maximum recruitment (R0 = ab for the HS SR function)138

and the latter is recruitment in the ensuing year T + 1, which is given by139

RT+1 = exp(f(ST+1|θ) + ρωT + ηT+1), where ωT and ηT+1 are independent white noises.140

Note that the true recruitment at T + 1 does not include any outliers. The mathematical141

details of the simulation are given in Appendix C. Autocorrelation is always estimated such142

that ρ is set to zero when an estimate of ρ is equal to or less than zero because a negative143

autocorrelation is usually impractical20. The parameter log(φ) in RSR is chosen from the144

grid values from −3.0 to 3.0 in increments of 0.5. The best φ is a minimizer of the RF error145

RFR (Eq. 3).146

For sensitivity tests, we conduct the following additional simulations: S1) same as the147

above base case scenario (S0) except that a = 1.8; S2) same as S0 except that p = 0.1 (the148

expected frequency of outliers is once every 10 years) in place of p = 0.2; S3) same as S0149

except that p = 0.3 (the expected frequency of outliers is three times every 10 years) in150

place of p = 0.2; S4) same as S0 except that f(St|θ) is the logarithm of the Beverton–Holt151

function; S5) same as S0 except that f(St|θ) is the logarithm of the Ricker function; S6)152

same as S0 except for the spawner–abundance dependent p, in which the expected153

frequency of outliers is higher for lower spawner abundances than for higher spawner154
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abundances.155

Real data analysis156

Ichinokawa, Okamura & Kurota (2017) fitted the SR curves to fish population data from157

Japan which comprise 26 SR datasets (Appendix D), demonstrating that some populations158

showed strong density dependence but others had weak or low density dependence. We fit159

the HS SR curves to the same 26 SR datasets used in Ichinokawa, Okamura & Kurota160

(2017). Because Ichinokawa, Okamura & Kurota (2017) used LS as the fitting method, we161

use LS and RSR to compare the density-independent parameter log(â), standardized162

density-dependent parameter (b̂−min(S))/(max(S)−min(S)), autocorrelation in the163

residuals ρ̂, and predictability R̂FR in the HS SR curves.164

Results165

Simulation166

When the simulated data are generated without autocorrelation and outliers in the residuals,167

LS performs best because the true and estimation models are then entirely in agreement,168

and LAD and RSR also produce nearly unbiased results with only slightly worse precision169

(Fig. 2). When there are positive and negative outliers in the residuals but no170

autocorrelation, LAD, LS, and RSR still give nearly unbiased estimates for R0 and RT+1,171

but the precision of LS worsens in comparison with LAD and RSR. When the outliers are172

one-sided (positive alone or negative alone), LS shows biased results for both R0 and RT+1,173

whereas LAD and RSR still produce nearly unbiased estimates. As a whole, LAD and RSR174

show very similar results for simulated data without autocorrelation.175
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When the simulated data are generated with autocorrelated residuals and no176

outliers/two-sided outliers, LS, LAD, and RSR produce nearly unbiased estimates with177

similar accuracy and precision (Fig. 2). LAD provides biased results for the scenario with178

positive outliers alone. LS shows the best performance for scenarios with no outliers and179

balanced outliers but provides biased results for the scenarios with positive or negative180

outliers alone, similar to the results without autocorrelation. RSR provides nearly unbiased181

results for all scenarios and shows the best overall performance, although the precision of182

R0 estimates for the scenario with negative outliers alone shows a small amount of183

deterioration.184

When there is high autocorrelation (ρ = 0.8) in the residuals, the density-dependent185

parameter b is estimated almost unbiasedly for all estimation methods and all scenarios,186

even though the precision of the LAD method is inferior to other methods (Fig. 3). All187

estimation methods provide nearly unbiased estimates about density-independent parameter188

a for the scenarios with no outliers and balanced outliers. However, the LS method shows189

the biased estimates for the a parameter in the scenarios with positive or negative outliers190

alone and the LAD and RSR methods provide nearly unbiased a estimates, except that the191

LAD method produces slightly biased and less precise estimates for the scenario with192

positive outliers alone, whereas the RSR method produces slightly biased and less precise193

estimates for the scenario with negative outliers alone. The estimated ρ parameters show a194

striking contrast among the three estimation methods. Although the LAD and LS methods195

provide autocorrelation estimates close to the true value for the scenario without outliers,196

they produce substantial underestimation of autocorrelation for the scenarios with outliers.197

In contrast, the RSR method produces nearly unbiased autocorrelation estimates for all198

scenarios, indicating that it results in good performance of the RT+1 estimation (Fig. 2).199

When the outliers are two-sided, the autocorrelation tends to be underestimated even for200
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using RSR, which is likely because the distribution of outliers is symmetrical, making it201

difficult to differentiate between normal errors and outliers. When there is no202

autocorrelation (ρ = 0.0) or even moderate autocorrelation (ρ = 0.4), the tendency of the203

results are generally invariant (Appendix E).204

Sensitivity analyses show qualitatively consistent results similar to the base case205

scenario (Appendix F). LAD shows good performance on unbiased estimation of the206

long-term prediction but generally has worse performance on the short-term prediction and207

less precision for both R0 and RT+1, particularly when there is autocorrelation. LS provides208

good performance on long-term and short-term prediction when there are no one-sided209

outliers but produces biased estimates when there are one-sided outliers. RSR shows nearly210

unbiased or better-than-others estimates for both long-term and short-term predictions and211

is generally the best performer. When there are both autocorrelation and outliers in the212

dataset simultaneously, only the RSR is able to estimate the autocorrelation accurately.213

When the density-independent parameter a is increased, the results hardly change. When214

the expected frequency is once every 10 years (p = 0.1), the precision ameliorates for all215

methods, but the general trends are invariant except for the performance of LAD, which216

greatly improves even when there is autocorrelation. When the expected frequency is three217

times every 10 years (p = 0.3), the precision deteriorates for all methods but the general218

trends are invariant except for the performance of LAD, which slightly worsens when there219

is autocorrelation. In contrast, RSR is insensitive to the change of p. When the SR function220

is Beverton-Holt or Ricker, the general results are similar to those of the base case except221

that the precision worsens when the SR function is Beverton-Holt and there is222

autocorrelation. When the expected frequency of outliers is higher for lower spawner223

abundances than for higher spawner abundances4, the general trends are still similar,224

although the accuracy and the precision become slightly worse. Again, RSR is insensitive225
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to this change.226

Real data analysis227

The average values of the density-independent parameters log(a) for 26 populations are228

1.566 (SD: 2.510) for LS and 1.539 (SD: 2.444) for RSR. The average values of the229

density-dependent parameters (b−min(S))/(max(S)−min(S)) are 0.330 (SD: 0.335) for230

LS and 0.392 (SD: 0.328) for RSR. The average values of the autocorrelation ρ are 0.482231

(SD: 0.316) for LS and 0.433 (SD: 0.411) for RSR. The average values of retrospective232

forecasting bias RFR are 0.246 (SD: 0.189) for LS and 0.189 (SD: 0.136) for RSR. Thus,233

RSR decreased the ratio by which the density-dependent parameters take extreme values in234

comparison with LS (Fig. 4) and improved the predictability in terms of retrospective235

forecasting. Although the overall change is not so large, the impact of using RSR on236

individual populations is likely to sometimes be great. For example, whereas the LS–based237

SR curve for walleye pollock (Gadus chalcogrammus) in the Sea of Japan shows a linear238

relationship (no density-dependence), the RSR–based SR curve shows a break point within239

the observed spawner abundances (Fig. 4). In contrast, although the LS–based SR curve for240

round herring (Etrumeus teres) in the Tsushima warm current shows a flat relationship241

(extremely strong density-dependence), the RSR–based SR curve also shows a break point242

within the observed spawner abundances (Fig. 4).243

Discussion244

The RSR produces nearly unbiased estimates with the SR and autocorrelation parameters245

and shows the best performance in terms of long-term and short-term predictions for the246

simulated data with autocorrelation and outliers in comparison with the LS and LAD247
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methods. Because the SR data are usually autocorrelated and generally have many outliers5,248

an RSR that is robust to outliers and can well estimate autocorrelation in the residuals249

would be a welcome development in ecology. The expected performance of an RSR for the250

long-term prediction on R0 and the short-term prediction on RT+1 permits us to overcome251

the trade-offs between long-term and short-term ecological objectives. Although LAD252

generally shows good performance for base SR parameter estimation, particularly when the253

occurrence frequency of outliers is 10% (Appendix F), using the RSR instead of LAD even254

for such cases is advantageous because the RSR can predict the probability of outlier255

occurrence through the λ parameter and would be useful in future predictions for strategic256

fish management and conservation planning.257

The approach used in this paper is applicable to various robust regression problems, not258

to mention a linear regression with outliers. Although we dealt with just a one-year time lag259

or autoregressive process of order 1 in this paper, the RSR method is easily extended to an260

autoregressive process with higher orders AR(p) using
∑p

i=1 ρi
√

λt−iεt−i in Eqs. 1 and 2.261

Loss functions other than least squares and a normal distribution are frequently used for262

robust regression methods14,21−22. Although we used a normal distribution in this case, we263

can use other probabilistic distributions in our modelling framework. The time series264

cross-validation or retrospective forecasting for selecting the optimal φ parameter was used265

and it worked well for our simulation trials and analyses of real data. The efficient factor266

used for selecting the threshold parameter of robust regression in Wang et al. (2018) might267

also be used in our method. Comparisons between our RSR method and traditional robust268

M regression methods such as those of Tukey and Huber14 will be topics of future research.269

A state-space model (SSM) is frequently used to model nonlinear population270

dynamics23−26. Although SSMs are very attractive and useful even for robust regressions23,271

differentiating observation and process errors using only a single time series is notoriously272
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difficult, particularly for nonlinear modelling5. Because the length of a time series for273

estimating an SR curve is usually short and is 100 years at most, RSR is advantageous for274

single species analyses. Application of RSR to real data led to a change in estimated275

density-dependent parameters (Fig. 4) and, as a result, the direction of sustainable use and276

conservation efforts for their populations will also change. Given that meta-analysis is a277

synthesis of multiple independent studies, using a robust regression method such as RSR278

for individual studies contributes to better inference and prediction for meta-analysis using279

a global database. However, integrating information from multiple data sources by280

hierarchical modelling can lead to different perspectives compared with the aggregation of281

independent outputs26. Integration of RSR and SSM would therefore be a promising282

approach to realize more stable and accurate analyses.283

Robust nonlinear regression analysis is potentially applicable to extensive ecological284

time series data, including not only SR data as in the present work, but also radioisotope285

contamination data27. Ecological data are often simultaneously contaminated by inevitable286

but obstructive outliers and influenced by autocorrelative phenomena. The outliers make287

long-term and short-term prediction difficult, whereas autocorrelation affects the long-term288

and short-term prediction and may even distort the estimation results of the latent nonlinear289

structure. Traditional robust regression approaches alleviate the influence of outliers but290

make estimation of autocorrelation difficult. Our RSR reduces the influence of outliers and291

accurately estimates the innate autocorrelation, thereby greatly improving long-term and292

short-term prediction ability compared with traditional robust regression approaches.293

Accordingly, RSR holds promise for extensive applications and may prove useful for294

various ecological problems.295
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Figure captions365

Figure 1. The probability density function and its derivatives for various φ parameters.366

Figure 2. Relative bias of R0 (the quantity related to the long-term conservation objective)367

and RT+1 (the quantity related to the short-term conservation objective) for the368

simulation using the HS SR function with/without autocorrelation and outliers in the369

residuals.370

Figure 3. Parameter estimates of the density-independent parameter (a), density-dependent371

parameter (b), and autocorrelation (ρ) for the simulation using the HS SR function with372

autocorrelation (true ρ = 0.8) in the residuals.373

Figure 4. Application of the robust SR model to fish population data from Japan. Top)374

Estimates of (b−min(S))/(max(S)−min(S)) using the LS and RSR methods.375

Bottom) Examples of fitted SR curves using the LS (black line) and RSR (red line)376

methods (left, walleye pollock in the Sea of Japan; right, round herring in the Tsushima377

warm current).378
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Figure 1: The probability density function and its derivatives for various φ parameters.
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Figure 2: Relative bias of R0 (the quantity related to the long-term conservation objective)

and RT+1 (the quantity related to the short-term conservation objective) for the simulation

using the HS SR function with/without autocorrelation and outliers in the residuals.
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Figure 3: Parameter estimates of the density-independent parameter (a), density-dependent

parameter (b), and autocorrelation (ρ) for the simulation using the HS SR function with

autocorrelation (true ρ = 0.8) in the residuals.
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Figure 4: Application of the robust SR model to fish population data from Japan. Top)

Estimates of (b − min(S))/(max(S) − min(S)) using the LS and RSR methods. Bottom)

Examples of fitted SR curves using the LS (black line) and RSR (red line) methods (left,

walleye pollock in the Sea of Japan; right, round herring in the Tsushima warm current).
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Figures

Figure 1

The probability density function and its derivatives for various  parameters.

Figure 2



Relative bias of R0 (the quantity related to the long-term conservation objective) and RT+1 (the quantity
related to the short-term conservation objective) for the simulation using the HS SR function with/without
autocorrelation and outliers in the residuals.

Figure 3

Parameter estimates of the density-independent parameter (a), density-dependent parameter (b), and
autocorrelation (ρ) for the simulation using the HS SR function with autocorrelation (true ρ = 0.8) in the
residuals.



Figure 4

Application of the robust SR model to fish population data from Japan. Top) Estimates of
(b−min(S))/(max(S)−min(S)) using the LS and RSR methods. Bottom) Examples of fitted SR curves using
the LS (black line) and RSR (red line) methods (left, walleye pollock in the Sea of Japan; right, round
herring in the Tsushima warm current).


